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Editorial
This is the Spring issue of 'Artspace' and the second
under my editorship. Our reviewers find it difficult to
cover allthe current shows on offer. We welcome
reviews of exhibitions or resumes of members'work
and development. ln this issue there are some
excellent reviews as in the case of Michael Rosenthal
and Andrew Stibbs with fascinating accounts of work
done by the artists Terry Webster and Stuart Evans.
The art scene in Wanruickshire has become very
active over the last ten years, since the inception of
LSA. The Art Galleries in Warwickshire now have
innumerable and varied exhibitions. This is all for the
good as it allows artists to exhibit their work and for the
public to become familiar with all the enterprise and
endeavour that surrounds us.
Many LSA members have been showing their work in
recent weeks. The quality is outstanding and often
challenging. For example, Neil Moore's exhibition in
London at the East West gallery, Blenheim Crescent
which demonstrates his unequalled skill coupled with
an element of ambiguity that makes the imagery
uneasy but fascinating; Dorothy Biddle's work at the
Pasterlarie Portuguese caf6 in Wanarick which always
surprises in its variety and ambition; Grace Newman's
sculpture viewable in Oxford Town Hallwhere the
searching nature of her work is evident and satisfying
both conceptually and artistically.

Also there is Peter Lovelock's work at the Guild and
Kings Head Hotel, Chipping Camden which is always
enterprising as it can range from ink drawings to full
colour paintings;the Diana Davies, Katharine Barker
and Jan Rawnsley show under the title'Light, Form
and Colou/ on Floor One at the Rugby gallery, on
Floor One, willdelight us with the differences which
each artist will bring in their exploration of the basic
pictorial elements; as did Bryan Sapwellwith his
intriguing and revealing exhibition showing his
development as an artist, from careful studies of boats
and water through to wax paintings of nearness and
famess, combined in the same image, with his study
of rock formations in hilly terrain, and the suggestion
that his future lay in computer art of sorts; of Margarita
Rubra's'Mobile Plus'at SolihullArts Complex in the
exploration of form and material; the Open Book' art
exhibition at Stratford organised by the ever
resourcefulWendy Freeman; Paul Oz's success in
'Donut, Doughnut' being accepted at the Gallery in
Willesden Green, London; the'Bedlam Show' in
Kenilworth Street, Leamington Spa, organised by the
indomitable and ever enterprising Troughtons where
twenty artists plus, most to them LSA members, edge
each other into a formidable medley of 'the good, the
bad and the ugly'which has a refreshing sense of
anything goes, and go it did in terms of sales. lt is
worth a reminder that much of this work is viewable on
the LSA website.
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Lastly, Jane Williams's forthcoming exhibition at the
Pump Rooms Annexe with work which captures so
poignantly and knowingly musicians making music,
and evocatively seems mysteriously to translate music
into imagery.

There is the new exhibition at Compton Verney called
'Fatal Aftraction: Diana and Actaeon' which ranges
from wellaccepted masterpieces (see c1650 German
woodcut inside back colour page) to contemporary
work by Karen Knorr (page 25). In the later work the
notion of the hunter becoming the hunted seems less
important than the question of what constitutes 'The
Forbidden Gaze'. Some of the examples chosen to
examine this concept are indeed challenging, for it
includes full frontal nudity, with no holds barred. lf you
know Courbet's painting, 'The Beginning of the World',
then you will understand what is involved. lt is strong
liquor, but there are adequate warning notices for the
faint of heart and the young.
Other public exhibitions now open include the well
known but extraordinary Rugby collection of English
Art. Here one sees many examples of the work of
established names of the last century, such as Moore,
Hepworth, Piper, Sutherland and Ben Nicholson.
There is the recently opened 'Singh Twins'exhibition
at the Leamington Art Gallery and Museum, which
gives us new insights into varying perspectives on
contemporary culture and which is quite delightful.
ln addition, forming part of the cultural scene are the
various refresher courses in life drawing, watercolour
and etching in studios in Park Street, Leamington,
apart from the amazing range of courses the Art
College itself offers. There are even courses such as
'Painting for Pleasure' run by Grace Newman ef a/,'
and an exhibition organised by Linda Ridpath for local
amateur water colourists at Long ltchington. A
reminder that we all have to begin somewhere before
we become famous!

'Artspace'would like to apologise for two errors of
attribution in the last issue. First, a work by Josephine
Howard was wrongly aftributed to Mo Enright.
Secondly, Angel Stripe's work was given as that of
Grace Newman. These matters are corrected in the
colour centrefold.

You may have noticed that two of the reviews have
emerged from the Friday ten minute talks held each
week at Leamington Art Gallery and Museum. Longer
versions of these talks appear in this issue given by
Roz Crampton and myself. lt is hoped that this
development may well lead to a greater number of
visitors to the gallery to enjoy the paintings in situ.

Jonathan Treadwell

Ghairman's Report
Since the last issue of Artspace your Committee
has been planning for 2009. We can't predict how
the financial crisis will affect the business of art.
We can be sure, however, of our need to be
imaginative, not just as artists, but as creators of
new opportunities. So, our main concern has
been to find more ways of showing and selling
you and your work. We continue to promote the
visual arts in Leamington under the banner of
LSA. The poster competition (more of that below)
has been devised as a way of putting LSA on the
map and raising public awareness of the fact that
you are serious practising artists -part of
Leamington's cultural landscape. lf things go as
we plan it will be a good year. This is the shape of
things to come.

Chilbrn Poster Competition (u pdate)
You have all been sent details of this exciting
opportunity. I can now tell you that the panel of
judges will be as follows: lan Baxter (Chiltern
Railways); Chloe Johnson (Leamington Spa Art
Gallery and Museum) and Gerry Smith (Deputy
Chair of LSA). The panel will sit on July 1Sth and
the award will be made on July 24th. Just to
remind you: the closing date for entries is Monday
May 18th 2009. No entries will be accepted after 4
p.m. on that day. Please do read the rules and
conditions very carefully.
One other impoftant thing concerning the
Chiltern poster: we have had an inquiry from a
member concerning rule 7 which sfafes fhaf
the image must be on paper. The member,
who has explained that paper will not provide
adequate support for the chosen medium, has
asked ffsubmissions may be made on card as
well as on paper. The Committee thinks that
this request should be granted and has now
revised rule 7. So, competitors may use either
card or paper. Do please let me know if you
have any further queries.
Summer show and related matters
The big event of the year is the Summer Show.
Once again I'm pleased to say that we have been
given the use of space at Warwickshire College's
School of Arts. Details along with the necessary
paper work will go to members in due course. For
the moment you may want to enter the following
dates into your diary: submission day is Monday
July 6th and the Private View is set for Thursday
July 9th. The Show opens to the public on Friday
1Oth July.

Following the AGM your Committee has been
wondering about the possibility of having a couple
of ancillary events along side the Summer Show.
The idea is to have a one-day Art Fair in
Leamington Spa plus an'open studio'period in
which LSA artists receive visitors. Our thinking
here is that the three things would feed into each
other, creating something that is 'more than the
sum of its parts'. Ray Spence has generously
agreed to lead on the Art Fair. And the exciting
thing is that he has obtained for us the use of the
refurbished Assembly Rooms in Spencer Street.
Anyone who has not seen this venue should
know that it is a fantastic space for this kind of
thing. The'open studio' dimension is relatively
straightforward and would mean the production of
a modest brochure, available at both the Summer
Show and the Fair.
It is important to say that if we are to increase our
activities in these ways we MUST have more
members coming forward in organizational
capacities -not so much to'help' but to drive
things forward. We can cover most aspects of the
Summer Show on the usual basis. However, for
the other events, there need to be dedicated
subcommittee teams, albeit with the guidance
and support of the core Committee. Please
contact me if you feel you can contribute.

Other eyenfs
(i) As is usual we will have a stall at the
Peace Festival (June 13th-14th)
providing an opportunity to promote
you, your work and LSA itself.
(ii) Later in June there is to be a celebration
of the tenth anniversary of the
redeveloped Pump Rooms and we
expect to have a presence at this
event.
(iii) LSA is also one of the sponsors for the
Open 2009 (details and entry forms
from Leamington Spa Art Gallery &
Museum).

Other matters
My sense from the AGM was that people would
appreciate anything we can do to create
additional exhibition opportunities. However,
whilst opportunities do arise, the Committee does
not always have the resources to exploit them on
your behalf without your support. I would say that
an effective and democratic application of
resources to opportunities exhibitions requires
that members come forward and take on more
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tasks (not just as helpers but as organizers).
Holding this in mind your Committee would like to
make a suggestion. lt is this: that members who
feel so inclined might tender for'LSA exhibitions'
slots on behalf of a small group of, say six, LSA
artists. Unlike the Summer Show these would be
selective events in two respects: (i) an individual
member would select the LSA artists who are
candidates for the show and (ii) the Committee
would select from amongst the proposals. There
would be a calendar for proposals with a deadline
for submitting them. The Committee would, if
necessary locate the space, contribute to costs
and support the event with advice and so on.
However, some of the costs and organization
(curation, hanging, publicity, private view
arrangements, invigilating etc) would be the
responsibility of the exhibitors. Clearly, there
would be lots of detailed stuff to sort out. But the
key thing would be that the exhibitors are the
organizers, although supported by the LSA
Committee. lt would be useful to have indications
of membership interest in this idea. Do please let
me know.

Subscriptions and money matters
You may have noticed that, following the AGM we
have raised the subscription from f10 to t12
(concessions from f5 to €7). The subscription has
remained unchanged for over ten years whilst
inflation has driven up LSA's costs. We are, as
you know, looking for sponsorship and especially
for the Summer Show. I'm really pleased to tell
you that we are to receive sponsorship support
from Aspect Financial Gonsultants of
Leamington Spa. Other sponsors are most
welcome.
The Ghair
Finally, please don't forget that this is my final
year in office. So it's important that members
start thinking about a successor for 2010. I'm very
happy to discuss the matter with any member
who wants to know more about the job. lt's nice
work!

Gordon Fyfe

Artspace is sponsored by Warwickshire School of Arts and by TW Printing
Warwickshire School of Arts is a leading provider of visual arts and media courses both full and parttime.
All enquiries to the Principal
lan Goates,
School of Arts and Design,
Warwick New Road,
Leamington Spa, CV32 sJE.
Tel: 01926 318233

TW Printing
Artspace is printed by using the latest digital copying technology, both in colour and black and white;
direct from disc.
Call TW Printing for all your digital printing needs.
Unit 4b St Mary's Road,
Leamington Spa, CV31 1PP.

Tel: 01926 883757
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Mary Riley Distillations

Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum.
We are always being told that painting is dead,
pass6, not an art form for a now when, more
than anything else, the concept counts. Not, of
course, that you need to be an artist to have a
concept. From the periphery, glancing
occasionally in to the centre of the art world, it
can appear that things are skewed. The mutual
interdependency between artists, dealers and
curators, critics and museums is a relationship
realised in cash. Monetary is not necessarily
actual value; but we tend to pass quickly over
that. And of course, if the now for the fine arts
is one where art is realised principally as
cultural product, something essentially to be
traded (granted that it has always necessarily
had something of that status) then real painting
might wish to stay away. lt will be a matter of
values. Of course, while the advent of new
media, from photography onwards, has meant
that the traditional roles and functions of the
fine arts have been, to some extent,
superseded by film, television, to an extent
video and its derivatives, this has not stopped
people from painting, and producing work which
is eternally new, startling and rewarding.

These qualities were abundantly on show at
Mary Riley's recent exhibition of new work
which filled up to the point occasionally of
almost overwhelming the spaces in Leamington
Spa Art Gallery. This was a collection of
staggeringly fine landscapes, and a show that
was finely layered, in that the sketches from
which the paintings evolve, were also to be
seen, and asking to be pored over in relation to
paintings of a subtle complexity that demanded
long contemplation to reveal itself to the viewer.
Artistic process, for Riley revisits selected
locations and studies them protractedly,
through the seasons, in different weather, is, as
it were, built into pictures surfaces that are
subtly gestural and which put different media to
sometimes extraordinary ends. Larkstoke, 2005
made from pigment, pencil and acrylic on
paper, and one of various results of Riley's
protracted meditations on the vista as it
spreads out from Larkstoke Hill, layers marks

and strokes, lays down oranges and ochres
and pencil markings which blend into a
variously impasted sky. The painting is zoned
- dark, light dark - with a sense of the eye
being stretched towards a light, almost dazzling
horizon, as though the spectator was floating
above while, somehow, remaining within the
landscape.

Mary Riley, Water,2007, blackboard paint and acrylic on paper,
175x145cm. @ Mary Riley and Leamington Spa Aft Gallery and
Museum.

Smaller versions of the subject, XIV 2006, and
2005 are sparer, more calligraphic,
intimating the swells and rhythms of landscape
almost as though it were inlazy movement, and
motion is something constantly communicated
by the works on show. Water 2007, black,
cream, with occasional blues is almost hypnotic
in its sense of holding within its bounds the

Xlll
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slow rhythms of a medium that shifts. To turn
to the sketchbooks is to see in their marks and
smudges the perceived traces of seen
landscapes which hold up as figurative until
their marks disintegrate into the worked up
textures of the canvas. Memory of 2008 is
hence mainly in whites and grey-whites with
occasional dashes and smears of reds, paint
ridged into swellings, lips, forms that recall
those of the actualtenain. ln Night, of the
same year, the paint surface is darkly textured,
with livid, vertical, solid sweeps of ultramarine,
with the paint here dry so that the canvas
support is brought into play within the overall
pictorial effect, acting almost as an harmonising
agent. Following again of 2008, exploits the
creaminess of the canvas too, as it flickers and
appears between and among areas of grey,
variously diluted and sometimes smudged while
an interplay between the horizontality and
verticality of the marking assists in creating a
sense of extraordinary profundity in a depth that
is abstracted rather than illusional. Sometimes
the paint, the work, is sparer, but no less
startling. November. 2006 has swooping lines,
commas, curyes of red which interplay with
darker markings on the paper.

Constable's landscapes described a trajectory
over the first four decades of the nineteenth
century, and are of course ufterly specific to a
period which was very different from ours. Yet,
his was a world in as rapid a transformation,
and from handling paint in an unprecedentedly
descriptive way to communicate the
appearance of a Stour Valley where value was
embodied in the works of man as much as the
appearance of nature during the 1810s, to the
wilder abstraction of some of his paintings of
the 1830s, it is clear that he too was seeking
some kind of universalising vision to
communicate what all might sense or see. And
interestingly Horace Trennery, a South
Australian painter whose name will be
unfamiliar to most people in Britain, but whose
works have recently been exhibited in the State
Gallery of New South Wales, began, through
protracted, repeated, and concentrated
observation, to begin to move to a vision where
the naturalworld was presented in an
increasingly abstracted way. This will be a
risky path to take, because it can all too easily
lead to obscurantism, mess or bathos; but it is
one that can lead to such extraordinarily fine
results as the works of Mary Riley.

This is very rewarding painting. Riley is
eloquent on her works' creation, on how nature
is in constant flux, and how the sketches with
their marks, smudges, design represent an
attempt to catch this, to move pictorially with
what is never still and always in optical
transformation. She concentrates on limited
motifs - as we have seen, the view from
Larkstoke Hill, and, as well, the lake at
Compton Verney; the latter tree-lined, often
shaded, susceptible to darkness as well as to
light. The lake itself offers more general
lessons: Riley stating that it helps her'to think
about colour, composition, atmosphere' and
how it invites her somehow to recreate
pictorially'the lift and depth of the watef; and
how it can come to do more than this, and act
as a metaphor for mood. And while these
landscapes evidently communicate stimuli and
sensations that are to be shared, they at the
same time have an intensely private content.
Riley speaks of their being concerned, too, with
'trying to talk about my feelings, mY
emotions...memory, time, these sort of things
that are personal to me.' ln a sense there are
reminiscences of Constable, with his'but I
should paint my own places best', and 'painting
is but another word for feeling'.

Of course any meaningful connection between
her landscapes, and those of Trennery or
Constable may be a fanciful thing to imagine;
but her shifting, abstracted paint surfaces do
communicate sensation, evoke memories, and
demand contemplation. The skeins of paint,
the dialogues between plane and built-up
surfaces, the chromatic delights of these works
represent an extraordinarily refined vision; one
achieved only because of a willingness to look
protractedly at places, to imbibe their various
and impermanent optical stimuli and to
conceive how these can be realised on the
complex and often large scale of Riley's works.
They offer the spectator enormous pleasure.
They raise, too, interesting questions. lf, during
the eighteenth century, for example, it was
occasionally possible to create an art that
spoke publicly, which communicated more or
less clearly to all as we see, for instance, in
Joshua Reynolds's various portraits of
statesmen or soldiers, in our fragmented and
privatised society it is impossible to imagine
that anything like this could be done any more.
Yet because Riley's landscapes invite and
welcome involved looking they implicitly
transcend the limitations of work, such as
Damien Hirst's, which is bound into a sequence
of events which themselves are determined by
the perceived demands of a complex art
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market, one in which many, occasionally
competing, components have to be satisfied.
It comes down to what you think art is for. lf it
is simply an expensive, quasi-cultural
component of social rituals of variously complex
kinds, where, as I have written, the collector,
the curator, the critic need, too, to be given
satisfaction, and the uninvolved spectator
invited to take all this on trust, then it is in
danger of becoming entirely vacuous. The
higher its price, the emptier it can appear to be.
Riley's paintings do what all good art has
always done. They manifest thought, control,
decisions about what colours to put where,
which shapes to evoke, what textures to
develop. Consequently they invite long
contemplation rather than existing simply to be
glanced at, to be noted more for their price than
their qualities. They are the opposite of
meretricious. And that this kind of work
continues to be created, and to be shown in
small provincial galleries, besides acting as an
interesting pointer to the actual health of British
public culture, does, too show that there are still
signs of hope.

Michael Rosenthal.
Mary Riley.

@

Mary Riley & Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum.

Mary Riley, lnlet,2OO8, oil and acrylic on paper, 310 x 408 cm. @ Mary Riley &
Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum. Artist in foreground.
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"Animal Grackers"
three-dimensionalwork. The early 1960s saw
dramatic developments in the world of art. The
old guard: Sutherland, Piper, Moore and
Epstein were replaced by an explosion of new
ideas in all disciplines. New movements such
as Pop-art, Op-art and Photo-realism were
taking over. Being a small part of these
developments had a major influence on my
subsequent projects.

Birmingham College of Art in the late 1950's
was a comfortable introduction into the idea of
being an artist. Steeped in academic traditions
we were left to find our own level through lifedrawing, outdoor sketching, a craft: in my case
ceramics, painting and a brief introduction to
modelling and sculpture. In the life room
teaching methods were a bit hit and miss. lf you
were lucky one of your mentors would give you
the benefit of his expertise and draw an
anatomically correct'knee' next to your sad
attempt. There seemed to be a reluctance to
part with practical information. The ability to
draw was, apparently, god-given; there was no
magic trick and the unlucky ones were left to
flounder. Having subsequently taught lifedrawing, I learned ways of avoiding the obvious
pitfalls by suggesting differing approaches to do
with scale, materials and lighting. My own early
attempts at life-drawing were blighted by a
compulsion to cross-hatch and to cling to a
notion of 'what it should look like': somewhere
between Augustus John and the Renaissance
Masters. My drawing gradually improved,
although having compared my efforts with
those of my mother, (done thirty years
previously at Halifax Art School,) hers were
much better. An academic approach and hours
of practise were even more important then. I
survived the first two years of art training and
then opted to specialise in illustration, perhaps
unwisely because my strength was always in
PAGE 8

After leaving art school my income mainly from
teaching, free-lance illustration and modelmaking. I was teaching part{ime in a secondary
modern school and on a foundation course and
this left me enough time for my own work. The
time and effort lavished on those projects far
outweighed any financial reward but there were
exceptions. I created a series of posters for'Big
O Posters'including Captain Hippo, and Punk
Croc the latter being a large bust of a crocodile
with a Mohican hair-style and a Leamington
Open Exhibition winner which was
subsequently bought by a London toy museum.
I also produced Tigerman: a three-dimensional
realization of a John Hartfield photo-montage.
An edition of six were sold through the

H.XilTTAIlIDGTERTDS

Treadwell Gallery in Canterbury. Another model
was Pigman which won a purchase prize at the
Herbert Art Gallery in Coventry and is
sometimes on display there.
Over the years I have developed an obsession
with animals. I made a range of primates for
Twycross Zoo which although realistic, did have
a leaning towards anthropomorphism. Other
work includes a series of animals in dodgem
cars, in arm-chairs as well as boxing rhinos,
footballing pigs and, very recently, birds in
boots and a raven in winkle-pickers. Obviously
it has never been my intention to be taken too
seriously! | think too often students take on
matters with heavy emotional content before
they are ready to technically express
themselves.

I managed to survive the next twenty years in

the commercialworld.
Now, being semi-retired and having worked
commercially for such a long time, it isn't easy
reverting to being a free spirit and working in
the way I did while I was teaching. The
camaraderie and encouragement from
colleagues is a very valuable resource which is
something I miss. However, I shall continue to
draw and sculpt, and when asked why I shall
say: "because lcan."
'So simple is it'as the Dutch say.

Terry Webster.

I was very lucky to be involved in teaching fulltime on a foundation course between the midsixties and the mid-eighties. There was a sense
of freedom and a feeling of independence. The
appointment of staff was based initially on
being a practising artist capable of introducing
ideas and techniques to the students, based on
hard-earned personal experience. Between
contracted hours there was enough time for
staff to develop their own work, setting a
professional example to the students. This
would appear to be an incredibly Utopian
concept today, from what I hear from friends
and former colleagues, it is administration,
ever-changing course structures and financial
constraints that have totally changed the nature
of art teaching.

My teaching career came to an end in 1986
when a Dutch entrepreneur and giftware
manufacturer saw some of my work at
Christopher Strangeways in Covent Garden
and offered me a full-time job creating models
for his company. The chance to be well-paid for
doing what I was doing anyway on a
recreational basis was irresistible. Flying to
Amsterdam, gin-and-tonic in hand was a fair
exchange for driving to Solihull to begin a new
term. I created new models in my studio in
Leamington Spa, the new models would then
be mass-produced in the Dutch factory near
Arnhem before being sold to wholesalers all
over Europe. I made many series' of small
comic animals, a successful particular model
might run to twenty pieces. With good luck,
ingenuity and one change of company

All illustrated works photographed by Ray Spence
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When I first saw Mo Enright's work, I was
immediately struck by its sense of calm and
tranquillity. Like many people living in today's
hustle and bustle, I have very fond memories of
contented childhood days spent playing in
apparently endless woods, peopled by
characters from the imagination. Enright
captures this enigmatic beauty on canvas,
producing paintings that both touch the soul
and stir the mind.
Enright's deep-rooted love of nature combines
with a masterful, painterly technique which
results in 'woodland portraits'. Her trees are not
topograph ical representations of specifi c woods
or forests, more an evocation of a moment in
time, a memory. Working in her studio from
copious sketches and notes made whilst out
walking. Enright strives to create a sense of
place: she recaptures on canvas the
experience of being in nature. Enright strives to
create a sense of place, she recaptures on
canvas the experience of being in nature. 'Find
Me Now'is a painting that provides the viewer
with a moment of perfectly poised stillness. The
strong vertical lines of the Birch trees are
compositionally arranged to welcome us into
the enchanted forest. A mysterious swirl of mist
hovers above the forest floor, meandering
around the base of each tree. The warm glow
of a winter sunrise illuminates the scene,
enhancing its magical beauty. There is silence,
stillness and solitude: we are alone, or are we?

What a mischievous touch of wit, Enright has
painted herself in to this enchanted forest. A
tiny hand is clasping one of the tree trunks, the
hand of a small child taking part in a game of
'hide and seek'. This curious touch of humour
encourages us to look more closely at the work
before us. On first glance, the stillness within
each painting seems to be underlined by the
apparently smooth and restrained handling of
the paint. Only when we venture closer to the
surface of the painting do we realise the
amazing texture and bravado that is in
evidence. Enright uses oil paint, which not only
gives the illusion of real bark, but also enables
her to achieve a wonderful texture. lt is almost
as if we are examining a real tree trunk. Once
again she is using her art to express a true and
honest love of her subject.
PAGE
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"The British landscape, elements and
childhood memories feature strongly as a point
of reference for my work. I endeavour to
recapture the emotional response of a
particular place or experience, not creating a
topographical likeness but exploring the
inspiring reality of the situation. My work is
primarily concemed with creating a sense of
place and the desire to depict the spirit of a
particular instant before it is gone. The fusing of
past to present brings fear and excitement of an
ever-changing landscape that kindles the
passion for my painting"
Like many artists, Enright uses her painting to
work through various themes and ideas. Her
preoccupation with nature is constant, but her
tone and emotional connection does vary from
the majesty of the sea crashing against broken
cliffs to. as in her latest series of work entitled
'Carbon Footprint', something that has a direct
impact on each and every one of us. 'Legacy
Diptych' (see back page) brings into focus
contemporary concerns regarding man's use or
misuse of natural resources. Her once
mysterious and mythicalforest has here been
felled. The trunks of her beloved trees are piled
on top of one another. A once thriving living
forest is laid out before us, fallen trunks
stretching to the horizon. The brooding sky
weights down heavily on this scene of
environmental destruction. To the right is a
helter-skelter stack of books towering over the
felled trees.
In describing her inspiration for the work,
Enright explains her horror on leaming the fate
of the millions of unsold books produced each
year. To be honest, I had never really thought
about it until now. The unsold books, often
produced with the knowledge that they will
never be read, are returned to the publishers
for pulping. 'Legacy Diptych' is a direct
comment on both this seemingly senseless
waste and the wider careless attitude towards
our precious natural resources. With an
elegance and refinement, never once crossing
into didactic territory Enright brings into
question contemporary attitudes and
environmental anxieties. She is not passing
judgement. lt is left for us to take in what we
see and draw our own conclusion.

Mo Enright was born in the outstandingly
beautiful National Park area of the Hambleton
Hills, North Yorkshire. Having graduated with a
BA (Hons) in Fine Art she went on to gain a
master's degree in the History of Art. Now a full
time artist, she has been exhibiting successfully
across the UK for almost three decades. Her
work can be found in many British and
intemational private and corporate collections.
Most recently she has been elected a full
member of the National Society of Painters,
Sculptors and Printmakers.
Francesca Fiumano, of Fiumano Fine
Art, www.fl umanofineart.com, written originally
for'Art of England' magazine, issue 53,
www.artofenqland.uk.com .

Mo Enright Find Me Now,2007, oil on canvas, 61 x 91cm.
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Box constructions and other objects
Most people collect things. Our lives are filled
with objects, curiosities, trinkets, gadgets. We
fill our homes with all sorts of collections, items
which remind us of our past, our travels, our
family. Even the most minimal of homes has a
collection of photographs, books or ornaments
which decorate the surroundings. We like to
make the place personal.
"These things are not a random collection. They
have been gradually accumulated as an
expressrrcn of that person or household. Surely
if we can learn to listen to these things we have
access to an authentic other voice. Yes, a/so
contrived, but in a different way from that of
Ianguage." Daniel Miller'The Comfoft of Things'
2008.
ln the animalworld creatures urinate on their
patch so as to personalise it, we mark our
boundaries in a more complex way, although
some artists have used this method to express
themselves too. We are all animals after all! But
we humans, we tend to go a bit further with our
beliefs and practices.
Even from a humble pebble collection gathered
by early man (which informs him about his
surroundings) there has been an attempt at
understanding through collection and study. We
have always attempted to find out more about
the world. Similarly we collect stories or relate
personal happenings. Often the stories become
embroidered so as to make them more
interesting or intriguing. We interpret facts and
events so as to engage people and their
imaginations. Just look at our film industry it is
full of stories. But if we step back and consider
the history of object collecting we eventually
come to the basic'cabinet of curiosities'. These
might be described as the first museums. Filled
with wonderful and fascinating objects these
collections in glass cabinets were created to
help us to try and understand our world.

'lf there were no human beings on eafth sfones
would still be there, But they would not be
'sfones' because there would be neither
mineralogy nor language with which to
distinguish and classify them. Natural history
specimens are therefore as much social
construction as spears or typewriters and as
PAGE 12

susceptible to social analysis.'S. Pearce
'Museums, Objects, and Collections' 1992
People have travelled all over the world
bringing back treasures. Besides focusing on
the wonders of nature with collections of
stones, shells, fossils, plants, animals, alltypes
of art have also been collected and studied. ln
some cases human remains have been
collected, admired and displayed. Churches
gathered relics of dead saints and displayed
them, possibly to make their stories more real.
It became fashionable to collect. Some items
are kept for luck, to ward off evil and have other
more thought provoking associations.
lf you have something unique it is assumed to
be more valuable. We are still doing it. Look at
any gallery or museum. We are still attempting
to understand ourselves through objects.

Building up a collection of objects and working
on it over a period of time is complex. When an
object is selected and removed from its normal
surrounding it changes its meaning, its use.
When a table or chair is brought into a museum
or gallery they are no longer necessarily
functional. They are there to be studied and
looked at.
Marcel Duchamp opened a can of worms by
exhibiting the'ready-made'. But he got us
thinking.

When a urinal is placed on a plinth it means
something different, we see it again. When a
knife is placed next to a fork it signifies
something, when it is placed next to a blood
stained garment it signifies something else. A
pile of bricks in a gallery can shock. Placing
objects creates meaning.
ls this true too of all art objects? Are they
created for the gallery or museum
environment? Do they transport us into another
world or help us to see and understand this
one? When a religious painting is viewed in a
church is that object changed by being placed
in a museum. When two people stand next to
each other viewing a 'Madonna and Child' in a
church what is going on in their minds? Today
artists are playing with installations and
environment in a way not previously thought of.

I have worked in a social history museum for
over thirty years. The present collection of
45,000 objects might not be of any significant
monetary value but they are collected so as to
represent the history of a county, Ceredigion in
mid Wales. This sort of collecting and
displaying is happening all over the world. By
comparing ourselves with others we can focus
on who we are.

Most of my career has been involved in
designing displays and interpreting the local
collection for the public. This has influenced my
own art work. I create boxed displays and make
objects based on some of the real antiques. lt
might be a personal need to understand my
world, to control a space, or to make art.
I feel very connected to this landscape and its
history and see my home as the centre of that
world. What makes me do this? I'm not quite
sure, it is a struggle but one that I enjoy. May
be I am just trying to understand what this is all
about. But I feel that I am getting further and
further away from just seeing the objects and
nearer and nearer to feeling and understanding
this place.

I have also recently become more interested in
the myths and legends of this area. These are
mainly stories and usually have no objects
related to them, therefore they are not
represented in this museum. I am therefore
busy creating some objects or art works which
fill that gap. ln this way I can engage people in
thinking about the'missing history' and enjoying
the stories with the aid of a suggested visual
prompts.
But they are more than this. Some of the
constructions are simply beautiful to look at and
fascinating in that they have a very elementary
beauty. Many of my pieces are made with
found objects. They are local stories so I use
found local objects.

Having grown up in a mixed language country
with both Welsh and English heard on a daily
basis lfind expression through objects allows
me the freedom to play with a poetic vision.
This is not a new idea, many artists have used
objects and stilldo. Besides being a personal
journey they also relate to others in that some
of the themes are universal.
Other artists have used objects and created
constructions, the most famous being the
American, Joseph Cornel (1903-1972). Besides
spending time collecting and constructing he
hardly ever showed his work in his lifetime. He
is less well known for his film making. Again
film making is an area I have explored and
continue to play with. Films by Maya Deren and
Stan Brackhage, associates of Cornell, intrigue
and fascinate me. Joseph Cornell described his
work as the natural outcome of his love for his
home and his life's experience being
aesthetically expressed. I can identify with
those sentiments.
Past displays of my work have proved popular
and engaged with a wide audience. During
talks and discussions about the work visitors
have approached and recognised the need to
arrange and display their own treasures and
mementos. They are very much like poems but
with no words.

We are taken to a place where ideas and reality
come together and combine to challenge our
thoughts and beliefs. Art can do that, we
understand that the gallery is a place where our
minds can be transported to another dimension,
possibly to help us understand our lot in this
life.

Stuaft Evans.
A display of Stuart Evans box constructions will
be showing at the National Library of Wales in
September 2009

This all sounds very serious but some of my
box constructions play with the idea of display
and are jokes, but then, some are not. There is
a mix of dark and light in them. I see these as
a chance to play with meaning and significance.
I want people to view them and be intrigued. I
want people to enjoy the magic and mystery of
the objects displayed. To grasp the beliefs that
people have put into their lives, into their
understanding of the world and to feel time
passing.
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Seeing the Light

The National Gallery's 2008 Summer Exhibition
of the northern ltalian Divisionists (a very
disparate lot, for all their captionist's frequent
invocation of 'Symbolism') was subtitled
'Radical Light.' Most of them were political
radicals (though that led them into subjectmatter which was mawkish as often as it was
revolutionary) and ostensibty they espoused the
Pointillists' representation of light through tiny
spots of bright colour. The Alpinists among
them (see Longoni's'Glacier') painted lightfilled snowy mountain scenes, and the later
proto-Futurists like Carra, Boccioni and Balla
experimented with ways of depicting electric
light as well as movement. But on the evidence
of this exhibition their divisive brushstrokes
(often uniformly monochrome rather than in
contrasting colours) simply gave the picture
surfaces a grainy texture, and the poor artificial
light of the National Gallery illuminated the
topsides of brushstrokes of dark paint and
shaded the undersides of light paint with the
effect of dulling down their surfaces. (Iaken
together, the many illustrated websifes on them
give a representative set of images of the
group's work which no single website can.)
For me, the most striking pieces in the
Divisionist exhibition were early work by the
versatile, prolific and long-lived Balla (him of the
later futurist depictions of movement) who
seemed the one of them most interested in the
qualities of paint. How we perceive light in
paintings has to do with the qualities of paint,
not optics.
Paradoxically, there was more sense of light up
the road at the Royal Academy in the
simultaneous blockbuster show of Hammershoi
(who, given his dates and the significant
absences in his paintings, also gets
'Symbolised'). His dim interiors are
disconcerting, eerie, empty, repetitive, neargeometric and almost monochrome (with some
un-peopled misty exteriors too). lt's Vermeer
without the furniture, drapes, utensils and
figures (unless it's Hammershoi's wife in black
and viewed from behind) and all in a sort of
luminous fog, rather than Vermeer's crystalline
light. There may be exterior sunlight through a
window onto a floor or through net curtains, or
catching the edges of a white door or window
PAGE 14

frame in his seventeenth century apartment, or
conversely casting a shadow on such an edge.
The absence of figures and the paucity of
objects focuses you on this strange light, and
the absence of almost any colour except
whites, greys and blacks gives a peculiar rich
glow to their slight variations and to what few
restrained mahoganies and blues there are in
these austere contexts. (lmages on
www.

ham

me rshoi. co. u k)

Light is what drew van Gogh to the South and
drew Whistler and later colonists to the Cornish
coast (though in the latter case the healthy
holiday climate, cheap digs, free models,
avoiding the Blitz, herd instinct, and a growing
tradition might have helped). There are
complicating factors in the appeal of Cornish
coasts with their Celtic twilight and picturesque
remains of two lost industries, the popular
motifs of cottages, lobster pots and small boats,
and the almost self-validating cachet given to
Comish work, both figurative and abstract, by
forerunners revered for distinguished
refinement, such as Hilton, Lanyon, Gabo and
Hepworth, or for distinctive naivety, real or
cultivated, such as Wallis and Wood. (And the
rise of art-making as part of modem Comish
culture, as well as the light, produces more than
its share of artists among the natives - there
are examples among both the forerunners
above and the contemporaries I mention
below.) But above all, the purity of
uninterrupted skies and the reflective seas and
exposed granite, the energy of wave and storm,
and the counterpoint of rugged coast and
quaint coftages are sure prompts to paintings
which have a sensuous referential power as
well as their own painterly integrity. ln an
interview, Patrick Heron explained the quality of
light in St lves:

"...at the end of this peninsula...you are miles
out into a huge ocean. The ocean is a mirror all
around....All that plane of water is reflecting
light upwards into, most of the time, a very
humid atmosphere. So the light is then being
refracted in all directions....which causes
everything in the landscape to be illuminated
from all sides....the dark shadows are almost
cerulean blue....the light also flattens"

The bright Cornish light, neither English nor
Mediterranean, and the range of colour it
produces, is what struck me most in 'Cornwall
and the South-West'the Summer Exhibition a
bit further up the road from the metropolitan
institutions - at the Stour Gallery in Shipston, a
gallery whose brightness is an appropriate and
refreshing contrast to those murky temples of
Empire. Here, some exquisite and some
powerful pieces arose from the Cornish artists'
combining their delight in the colours and
qualities of paint with their responses to both
the sublimity of the light in sky and on water,
and to its fleeting climactic changes. Daphne
McClure's glowing visualtributes to the boats,
buildings and even cows of her native
peninsula were in some ways naively drawn but
composed and coloured with fine discrimination
and distinction and exemplified that multidirectional light, and those flaftened forms and
blue shadows that Heron spoke of. Catherine
Harvey Jefferson exhibited tactile coastal views
which communicated the excitement with which
they must have been painted - paint applied
with the speed to catch elemental energy and
the ever-changing lights and shapes, using a
range of whites, heightened salmons for cliffs,
violets for rocks, and swimming-pool turquoises
for the sea. Neil Canning (a migrant from
Warwickshire) responded to the Cornish
atmosphere in abstracts which reminded you of
Lanyon's glider paintings, with translucent inky
blues such as you only find in skies over seas,
looped with wisps of white suggestive stormdriven clouds or surf and applied with a
spontaneity that seems to match their
transience.

itself and the blues of his seas seemed to
rebroadcast the light they had absorbed with
airy outlines and suggestions of boats, arches
and rooflines drawn onto and into them. His
one-man show at the Stour in November used
a wider range of other colours - brilliant yellows
and lemons, but also other less vivid ochres
and siennas which, because of their purity and
how they were juxtaposed or softly brushed
over other underlying colours and shades, produced vibrant surfaces which also,
uncannily and without linear or aerial
perspective, produced a sense of depth and
light-filled distance. In Pooley, as in the best of
these Cornish painters, light is not analysed
and divided; it is recreated as paint.

Andrew Sfibbs

One of Linda Ruth-Brown's small abstract oils
used luminescent greens and light-filled blues,
and in another one a pale blue was so craftily
laid over a lime-green that it made the gentler
colour positively blaze. Much of the work of
Pooley and Ruth-Brown was shrewdly hung on
a wall above a shelf of poftery by Craig
Underhill and Clare Conrad whose pebbly
colours and textures picked up and were
reflected back by the pictures above them. The
Gallery provides takeaway il ustrated handbi lls
on each of its artists: on his, Craig Underhill
wrote of his interest in landscape marked by
human activity and the natural forces of 'sea,
wind, rain, frost or sun'; on hers, Clare Conrad
talked of her interest in shells and says she is
'inspired by the effect of light.'
I

Simon Pooley's pastel blues, in his work in the
Summer Exhibition, seemed to depict the air
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Portrait of Miss Lucie Brown
John Aldridge

Currently on display at Leamington Spa Art
Gallery & Museum, the painting Portrait of Miss
Lucie Brown is part of the gallery's collection
donated by Alderman Holt, who was seventimes-elected mayor of the town between 1894
and 1940, who provided the majority of the
funding to the building of the 'old' Art Gallery &
Museum on Avenue Road and was to donate
over 100 paintings to the gallery.

The portrait was painted in 1930 by John Arthur
Malcolm Aldridge and depicts a young woman
in a brown dress sitting almost full-on to the
viewer. Her pose, the tumbling folds of her
dress and her eye-catching, privately-amused
countenance bring to mind the celebrated
Velazquez painting: Portrait of Pope Innocent
X albeit a strongly personal and intimate
version. Here, instead of the expression of wary
superiority captured by Velazquez, Miss Brown
looks at the viewer with a coquettish smile
playing on her lips. Her look is direct and the
dark eyes sit deep within the strongly-lit upper
part of her face. Aldridge emphasizes her
subtle smile with the curye of her highlighted
cheekbones mirroring the shape of her mouth.
Aldridge's composition has Miss Brown tilted to
the right of the image, her left shoulder and the
top of her head push towards the edges of the
picture space and this, combined with the
contrasting highlighting creates a sense that
she is lifting out of the picture space, away from
the dark background and into the viewers own
space. Although she wears an undershirt, her
brown dress is unbuftoned to nearly her waist
which further adds to the provocative and
seductive atmosphere. Finally she can be seen
holding a clutch of blue lefters in her hands on
her lap, and given that less than a year after
sifting for this portrait she had become Mrs
Aldridge, one can probably assume it is a billetdoux from the painter himself.
Born in Woolwich in 1905, John Aldridge grewup in a wealthy military family and went on to
study the'Greats' at Corpus Christi College at
Oxford University between 1925 and 1928,
graduating with a second class B.A. lt was
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while at Oxford that Aldridge began to teach
himself to paint, finding such satisfaction in the
pursuit that after graduating he moved to
London with the express intention of becoming
a professional artist. Portrait of Miss Lucie
Brown was part of Aldridge's self-teaching and
shows that by 1930 he had gained the
confidence to develop his own particular style.
lndeed, a year later he had his first work
exhibited in a mixed exhibition in London and
his first one-man exhibition at the Leicester
Gallery, London in 1933. lt was from this 1933
exhibition that Mayor Alderman Holt purchased
Portrait of Miss Lucie Brown as one of his
donations to Leamington Art Gallery.
During his time in London John Aldridge joined
the '7and 5 Society'on the invitation of his
friend, the abstract painter Ben Nicholson. The
Tand 5 Society had been formed in 1919 and
was a conservative artistic group which sought
a return to their perceived order of British
society prior to WWI- Their first exhibition
catalogue stated: "...this society has not been
formed to advertise a new'ism'...we feelthat
there has of late been too much pioneering
along too many lines in altogether too much of
a hurry." As a group they wanted to promote
realistic paintings of British life and portraits.
However, by the time Ben Nicholson asked
Aldridge to join the society Nicholson had been
using the Tand 5 to in fact promote his own
abstract works and many of the founding
members had left. Aldridge's induction to the
society was part of Nicholson's hijacking of the
Tand 5 for his own self-promotion, as although
Aldridge was not an abstract painter, the fact
that he was self-taught meant he was seen as a
modernist painter. In 1939 Nicholson was to
move to St. lves with his wife of the time, the
sculptor Barbara Hepworth, where they began
to help establish the abstract and international
artists colony that went on to become known as
the'St. lves School'

In 1933 John and Lucie Aldridge moved to the
Essex village of Great Bardfield near Braintree.
There they lived in their home of 'Place House
where the couple were soon noted to have a

Daphne McClure, Cornish Lifeboat Station DM4, Mixed Media, 28x31.Scm
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very well-maintained large garden and many
cats. Soon after moving to Great Bardfield John
became good friends with his neighbour and
fellow artist, Edward Bawden. Together John
and Edward collaborated in producing
wallpaper designs and formed the company
Bardfield Wallpapers which they ran as a
successful business until the outbreak of \l/Wll.
The war years saw Aldridge as an officer in the
British lntelligence Corps interpreting aerial
reconnaissance photographs between 1 941
and 1945. After the war Aldridge and Bawden
sold the business to Cole & Sons who
continued to sellAldridge and Borden's
wallpaper designs until the late 1950s.

Grafton Gallery in London in 1980 which again
proved very popular. John Aldridge died in
1983 leaving in his will the majority of his
unsold works to the Fry Art Gallery in Saffron
Walden, Essex, which has become a focal point
for works by the Great Bardfield Artists. Works
by John Aldridge are also held by the British
Council, the Tate, the National Portrait Gallery,
the Victoria & Albert Museum and the Royal
Academy.

Jonathan Treadwell

ln the post-war years Aldridge returned to
painting and became a founding member of the
new artists'colony being established in the
village, which was to become known as the
'Great Bardfield Artists'. This colony also
included artists such as George Chapman,
Audrey Cruddas, Stanley Clifford-Smith, Eric
Ravilious, Sheila Robinson and Marianne
Straub. Later this group would also include
artists such as Duffy Ayers, Laurence Scarfe
and the political satirist David Low amongst
their number. The Great Bardfield Artists
quickly established themselves as a dynamic
centre for the visual arts on a national level.
Throughout the 1950s they held a series of
open-house shows where they displayed
artworks to the public from their own homes.
This open-house tactic proved very popular and
attracted thousands of visitors from across the
country, receiving very favourable press
coverage in most of the national papers.

These artists were relatively diverse in their
styles but were known to favour figurative
painting and craft-working which may have
accounted for their popularity with the general
public. John Aldridge concentrated on paintings
of his beloved garden at Place House whilst
Lucie made handmade rag-rugs both of which
were constant highlights of the open house
shows.
During the 1960s the Great Bardfield Artists
community broke-up as the majority of the
artists moved away from the village. Although
John remained in Place House for the rest of
his life, he and Lucie were divorced in 1970. In
that same year John also retired from his post
at the Slade School of Art where he had been a
part{ime teacher since 1949. Continuing to
paint throughout the 1970s, Aldridge had a
retrospective exhibition of his work at the New

John Aldridge, Poftrait of Miss Lucie Brcwn, 1930, oil on canvas,
62.4 x 50cm. @ Editor & author in foreground.
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David Broadhead's Paintings

various areas in low key colours, surrounding
the main motif, the fall of light, keeps our visual
attention alive and searching. There is no blaze
of colour, all is subdued with pastel yellows,
pinks, greens, whites and subdued reds, but
the underlying note is one of sensuality.

.
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David Broadhe ad,

2007, 100x81cm
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Bailainas en el Parque,acrylic on canvas,
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David Broadhead is an English artist resident in
a small village, in the hinterland, north of
Malaga. He has been there for over twenty
years, previously having lived in Leamington
Spa, and worked at the Art College at Coventry
University, where he was Dean. He shed his
administrative load, and his connections with
Graphic Design, having attended the Royal
College of Art in that sphere, and went off to
fulfil his dream of becoming a fully fledged
painter. The result has been startling, for he
has established a reputation as the English
artist who paints Spanish scenes, as well as the
female form, which is presented using a variety
of 'paint handling' techniques. Several galleries
have taken him up, showing and selling his
work.
What then of the paintings themselves, which
vary from groups to the investigation of the
individual. Even in groups an individual is
usually singled out and invariably it is a girl. lt is
this fascination with womanhood, whether
alone or coupled with another female that
interests the artist. Often this investigation is in
the context of the life room, or what could pass
as such, for Broadhead constantly returns to
the study of the human form. There is no
formula, other than a response to the utilisation
of acrylic, characterised by liquidity, as we peer
into the paintings and attempt to decipher the
message. The delicacy of touch, the
tentativeness of intention, the orchestration of
PAGE 18

We see articulated faces but rarely, and often
the head and even the body is turned away
from us, as if the painting is part of another
universe into which we peer and cannot affect.
This painting is the antithesis of muscularity, or
the studied anatomical correctness which we
usually associate with life studies or the female
figure. David has colonised this area, but has
done so not as a weakness or vagueness of
thought, but from an intelligent appraisal of his
vision.

This'suggestivity' allows the viewer's
imagination to run riot. The paintings have an
evocative quality and speak with strength
and authority, not of how much paint is on the
canvas, as in Auerbach, Kossof and Freud, but
of how much knowledge is caught. The caress
and touch of the brush on the canvas have the
subterfuge of evasion, the only course left for
the artist and intellectual, in an age of
increasi ng authoritanarism and su rvei lance.
How right they seem for our interior moments in
an age of constant bright relentless imagery
blazed out through television and other media
sources.
I

For example in 'Bailarinas en el Parque',(see
above) two women are portrayed from behind
with white dresses which seem to melt into the
ground of the painting. Beyond, the surface
seems uncertain and unstated, as if the figures
are caught up in a mist, which has a turbulence
reflecting their uncertainties. They are painted
as dark haired beauties looking into an
uncertain future, while to the right a face peers
at them. Does this create a dramatic narrative
where malevolence is subtlety introduced? Or
is it two different time zones representing
stages of life? A note of complexity is thus
introduced. Broadhead clearly delights in
representing young women as if by painting
them he understands how they feel. lt is a

rgular achievement, for he imbues the image
',, th softness and tenderness.

s

.:,rother painting which exemplifies his
.:chnique is'Woman on Green Cushions',
r,rere nakedness melts into atmosphere,
,., ''rere a break in the background reveals a
=:rutinising eye. Does this reflect our own
:oking as we gaze at her while she seems
:'eoccupied by her own thoughts? The
seeming spontaneity has amplified the
sensuality of the subject image.

3irls Playing'(see below) conjures up a
::asing image where the individual figures are
=et in a swirling context of large brush strokes,
:;t where the intensity of their interaction is
-eightened by their imprecise portrayal.

explore the intrigue they conjure up He
distanced himself from any innovating scene by
going into virtual isolation in the 80s, while the
art world in London crackled with electric
charges. By doing so he has had to work out
what painting meant to him in his early fifties.
How many others have done the same and
given up? Through introspection and
experimentation he discovered what appealed
to him in handling paint, and arrived at a
discernable style

So how to sum up an artist, who clearly
engages with paint per se, conjuring up
imagery through vaporisation, making
sensuality by dissolving form, who focuses our
eye and mind on ambiguous narratives, who
metamorphosis's the banal into the beautiful.

David Broadhead, Woman on Green Cushions, acrylic on canvas,
2007 . 122 x 80cm. @
: -':rn@

Cantante enla Calle' (see inside front)
-epresents a young woman set in a square in
:^e simple classic black dress, surrounded by
:rree groups of people some way from her.
-here is a sense of space with an articulated
:'ee in the immediate foreground. The girl in the
riddle ground stands alone and indicates her
^dividuality, her confidence typical of youth
: utching a mobile phone. Whereas the figures
- the groups are fully clothed she seems to
-ave a skimpy dress comparatively. Her
:radow is strong and lies before her and the
:thers are all without shadows:

It is a lesson in aesthetics, for although we
know what is in front of us is paint on a surface,
the formal properties which engage the eye, the
final quality is complemented by undercurrents
of a vision, which states life is a mystery which
cannot be understand. One can only enjoy and
marvel in a quiet and reflective manner.

Dave Phillips.

\othing is quite as it seems. What is that bulk
:f a building framing her and which separates
:re groups? ls it a church? All sorts of
:uestions are raised by the composition and

:re handling when you look at a Broadhead
:ainting, even the most obvious. One can take
:rem at face value and enjoy the image or
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Cookham Rise
Stanley Spencer

Stanley Spencerwas born in 1891 in the
Thames-side village of Cookham in Berkshire.
He experienced a very near-perfect childhood
and leamt to paint at home. Well into his
twenties he was still living at the family home
and indeed had hardly even spent a night away
from the house: 'Fernlea' on the village high
street. The house had been built by his
grandfather, a master-builder, who went on to
also build Clivedon View on High Road in
Cookham Rise. This second house was the
home which Stanley would later live in with his
sister Annie. At the Fernlea home Stanley
grew-up with seven elder siblings and was
joined by his only younger sibling, Gilbert
shortly after his first birthday. His only real
schooling came from his sisters in a shed nextdoor to the house. Despite the crowded homelife the Fernlea household was cultured,
cultivated and gifted, particularly musically:
alongside his artistic endeavours Stanley
played Bach piano fugues throughout his
lifetime.
At the age of seventeen, in 1908, Stanley went
to study at the Slade School of Fine Art in
London, where he was to continue studying
until 1912.ltwas in his last year at Slade that
Stanley finished the firct of his works now
considered his masterpieces: The Nativity
which won the Slade Composition Prize. lt was
his most ambitious project so far and brought
together all his emerging passionate interests
that were to become the dominant themes of
his art: The Bible, nature, early renaissance
Italian painters and Cookham village itself.
Biblical scenes went on to become a dominant
theme for Stanley, from the Miracles to the
Crucifixion, which were depicted not in the Holy
Land but in Cookham. The Nativity was actually
completed in a property opposite Fernlea, a
larger building known as Ovey's Barn.
Following the success of Ihe Nativity Stanley
Spencer decided to paint an imposing selfportrait, signalling a sense of confidence and
self-appraisal. lt was painted in Wisteria
Cottage, a decaying Georgian house owned by
the Cookham coalman Jack Hatch, which
Stanley now rented from him as his studio. An
imposing image, the self-portrait shows
Stanley's head filling-out the majority of the
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image with its strong jaw and defined facial
muscles accentuating the vulnerability of the
glimpsed throat, which is exposed and slightly
elongated. lt gives the impression of a man
larger than Stanley actually was in reality: his
stature of 5ft 2 was to bar him from active
military service in WWl.
At the outbreak of the war in 1914 Stanley was
able to enrol in the Royal Army Medical Corps
however and he served throughout the conflict.
In 1916 he was stationed with the 68th Field
Ambulance unit in Greece. This particular
posting provided him with the inspiration for his
1918 painting: Travoys Arriving with Wounded
af a Dressing Station at Smol, Macedonia,
September 1916 which Stanley had been
commissioned to paint for a Hall of
Remembrance after the war.

ln 1919 Stanley Spencer met Hilda Carline,
also an artist. Later recalling his first impression
of her he said: "l felt she had the same mental
attitude to things as I had. I saw myself in the
extraordinary person. I saw life with her." The
couple married in 1925 and set-up home in
Hampstead, London where they were to have
two daughters, Shirin in 1926 and Unity in
1931.

While living in Hampstead Stanley completed in
1924 his vast painting: The Resurrection,
Cookham which marked the climax of his
religious paintings set in Cookham. The setting
for the painting is Cookham churchyard
although the church in the painting is not
particularly reminiscent of Cookham Church
itself. Partly inspired by John Donne's
description of churchyards as the "Holy suburbs
of Heaven", Stanley also included portraits of
many of his friends and family. More crucially
he also painted multiple images of himself and
Hilda in the painting, bringing out the theme of
their relationship and specifically the change
Stanley experienced between his pre-sexual life
and his life with Hilda- She is depicted asleep
amongst ivy, smelling a sunflower, then, in the
distance she can be seen climbing a stile
before joining the resunection on pleasuresteamers which will carry both her and Stanley
onto everlasting life. Stanley himself is first

seen, naked and confident, gazing at Hilda as
she holds the sunflower. Then, in the right-hand
3omer he portrays himself lying on a bookshaped tomb, a motif Stanley described as his
'last signature".
The epic ambition of The Resurrection,
Cookham was Stanley's attempt to bring
:ogether the physical and the spiritual, past and
cresent. The liberation bought by the sexual
ove of his marriage was a revelation to him and
re evidently saw this liberation in religious and
sacramental terms, indeed, as a form of
resunection. The painting was the centrepiece
cf Stanley's first one-man exhibition in London
n 1927 and was considered a sensational
SUCCESS.

By 1932 Stanley had moved back to Cookham
and set-up home with Hilda and their daughterc
n a large house called Lindworth. lf this move
sas intended to be a joyful homecoming with
'ris family however, Stanley soon contrived to
ruin it utterly. Not long after moving into
-indworth House Stanley met Patricia Preece,
an aspiring artist living in the village with her
:lose friend, and also a talented artist, Dorothy
'lepworth. Patricia was an exotic creature who
entranced Stanley completely, he began taking
rer to the large department store in nearby
t,4aidenhead where he would buy her jewels
and furs. She also became a model for several
cf his paintings, most particularly a 1936
cortrait of her posing in the lacy lingerie he had
rsisted on buying for her.
n 1937 Stanley and Hilda were divorced. Some
'our days after that divorce Stanley married
Patricia Preece. The marriage was an
mmediate failure, not least because whilst
Stanley stayed in Cookham Patricia took
Dorothy on the honeymoon to St. lves. Patricia
and Stanley never lived together, the marriage
was never consummated and after Stanley
signed over his house and financial affairs to
ris new wife, she promptly ended the
relationship by evicting him from the house in
1 938.

#ith these expenses, the responsibilities to his
irst family, as well as his inability to manage his
inances, Stanley needed to earn money and
was bluntly told by his agent to "paint anything
that sells".
Prior to his eviction, Stanley spent the back-end
of 1937 producing two paintings: Helter Skelter
and Hilda, Unrty and Dolls. The former painting
poignantly recalls the helter skelter ride which

was the chief attraction of the ramshackle
permanent fairground next to the Vale Hotel in
Hampstead where Stanley and Hilda had lived
together in the happy early years of their
marriage. The lafter was a forlorn and
unsuccessful attempt to persuade Hilda to
move back with him to Cookham and re-start
their maniage. Hilda and daughters moved
back to Hampstead.
Homeless and having barely any possessions
he moved into a bare and cold room at the top
of a house in Swiss Coftage, London. Spending
that winter in seclusion, seldom venturing
outside, Stanley's life was on hold, and was to
remain so until the advent of V1M/ll.
Stanley spent the first three years of the war
commissioned to record the process of building
tramp-steamers in the Clydeside shipyard, near
Hampstead, so once again near Hilda and his
abandoned family. Stanley slowly began reestablishing contact with Hilda, especially after
she suffered a mental breakdown in 1942.
Although he carried on with the Clydeside
Shipyard project for the rest of the war, it was
with an increasing loss of enthusiasm and in
1945 Stanley moved back to Cookham, into the
house his sister Annie's house, Cliveden View.
He was to remain there for the rest of his life.
From this point his artistic career began to takeoff and by the late 1940s and throughout the
1950s Stanley Spencer was enjoying
considerable commercial success, for the most
part with landscape scenes in and around
Cookham. One review of an exhibition of his
landscapes in the 1950s remarked: "Spencer
loved the place so much that every nook and
corner seemed equally thrilling to him and he
must record it in minute detail"
Hilda died in November 1950, Stanley had
been visiting her often in hospital, hoping that
they would marry again; he had belatedly
realised she was the love of his life and he
even continued writing letters to her after her
death.
Stanley continued painting with solid financial
reward throughout the 1950s, until he was
finally able to move back to his childhood home
of Fernlea in 1959, the year in which he also
received a knighthood. This full-circle return to
his childhood idyll was to be cruelly brief as,
diagnosed with cancer some years previous,
Stanley Spencer died in the Canadian War
Memoiial Hospital on 14th December 1959.
Roz Crampton.
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St. Bruno
present day. At one time a building by Sir
Christopher Wren was knocked down to be
replaced by another and parts of these lovely
old buildings suffered bomb damage during the
second world war. Parts of the older original
Priory buildings can still be seen, including
Wash-house Court where lived the laymen who
lived and worked to take care of the monks
needs. Charter-house was eventually left by
Sir Walter de Manny c1310-1372 as a school
for young boys and as a residence for
gentlemen of good repute, known as the
brothers to this day. The school eventually
outgrew the building and was re-sited outside
London.

St. Bruno Kneeling, wooden statuette, @ Dorothy Biddle

You are never too old to learn. One of my great
nieces, much to my surprise, told me she
mentions me sometimes to her students using
this phrase, and I agree with her. Learning is
one of the great ongoing pleasures ln life
Studying firct at Warwickshire College and then
graduating in Fine Art from UCE Margaret
Street in 2002 was a great experience, though,
on leaving, was I an old or new graduate? As a
very mature student I found contemporary art
quite absorbing. I am still practicing this and
also dabble in other things including wood
carving but still cannot quite believe a piece of
my work has now become part of the long
history of London's Charterhouse. I feel this is,
in all probability, the most important work I have
ever or will ever undertake, but you never know
what is around the corner.
ln the early part of the 14th century church
cemeteries were filled to capacity and land near
Smithfield Market was given as a burial place
for the thousands of unfortunates who died of
the Black Plague. Part of this land was unused
for burial purposes and a Carthusian Monastery
was built which incorporated a previous chapel.
The monastery thrived and became one of the
richest priories in the land but was sacked by
Henry Vlll, the monks suffering brutal deaths.
The site was taken over by the crown and sold
to become two residencies. Throughout the
long history of Charterhouse, many changes
have taken place from its beginning to the
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ln the grounds, stillthriving, are two remarkable
mulberry trees which Henry Vlll had imported
hoping to start a silk trade in this country.
Unfortunately red berried trees were imported
and the silk worms thrive on white berries.

There had been a statuette of St Bruno, the
patron saint of the Priory, in a small alcove over
an alleyway in the corner of Wash-house Court.
The originalstatuette disappeared at some
unknown time and it was suggested I undertake
a replacement - my version of a little kneeling
St Bruno.
On the 1sth January 2009 at Charterhouse I
was invited and attended the Chapel for the
commemoration service for Sir Walter de
Manny c1310-1372,lollowed by a dedication
ceremony in Wash-house Court where the little
wood carving is now in situ.

Dorothy Biddle.

Philip Sutton His Life and Work
by Simon Tait and John Russell Taylor
Royal Academy of Arts, 2008, f25.00

This well produced book gives the reader a
sound idea of Philip Sutton's art, with well over
a hundred full page reproductions of his work.
ln addition there is a biographical essay by
Simon Tait (art-historian), reinforced by a
critique by John Russell Taylor (art and film
critic).
The preface by David Storey (novelist and
playwright), points to two aspects: the first is
the extraordinary sense of colour which his
paintings possess: secondly the late recognition
of his significance to English painting. 'l never
felt that his work had the serious recognition it
deserved'. "His time", indeed has come, and in
large part this book published by the Royal
Academy is testimony to this event
Where though did he come from and how and
why? Was he the legendry, proverbial illiterate
and improvished kid, born in 1928, from the
East End of London, like Mark Gertler? Who
didn't really know what to do with his life, and
had luck on his side? To some extent the
answer to the question is, yes. He did indeed
come from the East End but'a relatively
poverty-free household', and although not an
academic star, he managed four years in the
RAF doing National Service. Yet, from an
unpromising start at South West Technical
College, Walthamstow and with only a few
sketches to show, he applied to the Slade.
Randolph Schwabe, the Principal, discerned
talent and offered him a place. This was the
deserved luck he needed. His years at the
Slade, 1949-53, gave him purpose and
transformed him. He became a serious
dedicated painter.
Sutton's development and travel is well
chartered: the Slade days, the scholarships
won; contemporaries Euan Uglow, Michael
Andrews, Bernard Cohen and Craigie
Aitchison, among others; artist tutors, such as
William Coldstream and Buckland Wright; trips
to France, ltaly: journeys to Australia, New
Zealand; living in Suffolk, F'tji, Baftersea,

Falmouth, Manorbier (Tenby) et al; becoming a
RA in 1988, and all the time catering for a large
family of four children, having married in 1953,
at the age of 25, to Heather. She was
inspirational. Involved in film making she was
largely responsible for the idea behind Jeremy
Sandford's 'Cathy Come Home', as well as
making a film on her husband while in Fiji. How
did he cram so much into life and, as now, be
always working? lt is awe inspiring. In addition
to his painting which always took precedence,
he managed to branch out to become
printmaker, etcher, ceramist, and designer.
In the critique of his work Russell-Taylor points
to the fact that the dealer, Harry Roland spotted
Sutton while a student at the Slade. From this
encounter he was able to exhibit and sell his
work at Roland, Browse and Delbanco, of Cork
Street. This was a considerable boost to a
young artist to find that his work was bought
and cherished. He goes on to characterise the
essential qualities which make up Sutton's work
consisting of landscapes, interiors, figures and
portraits: he recognises the sure hand that
serves his sensibility; he sees in his use of
colour an amazing freshness; he appreciates a
quality of touch enhancing the surface, very
different from Matisse, while sharing his love of
colour; he sees the elements of nature glow,
yet transcended into a whole; he appreciates
Sutton's determination to pursue his own world
and imbue it with a vision of optimism and joy.
He points to the fact that The Kitchen Sink
School, Pop Art, Minimalism, Conceptualism
and other movements which have come and
gone in the last fifty yearc, did not affect
Sutton's development. He endorses Tait's
observation that'He is not an intellectual
painter, 'All I can do is to respond to how things
fall', and a concept that excluded the world
beyond the canvas could never hold his
interest'.

The teachings at the Slade stuck more firmly
perhaps than was realised by him. The Euston
Road School ethos was to paint only that which
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the artist saw, distinguishing their practice from
abstract art. Yet what he observed he
transformed into a magicalworld, where the
grass turns red and history becomes a fantasy,
line beckons sensuality, and his self-portraits
twists him into a paradox. One can see these
qualities in the three pictures illustrated, 'ln the
Brief Sunlight', (see back cover,) 'House in
Manorbier' (see colour insert,) and 'Sutton
Hayfield'(see below.)
To my mind this book reinforces Sufton as a
tour de force and a reason for a retrospective at
Tate Britain, giving him due recognition in
institutionalterms, which is long overdue. The
public would be delighted in these dark days.
Yes, this book is worth buying as it has so
much to offer, not least to show an artist, now
eighty, who has managed to live, by his art
without compromising what he believes.

Dave Phillips

1{

Philip Sufton, Sufton Hayfield,
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Lucky Kunst: The Rise and Fall of Young British Art
by Gregor Muir
Arum ,2009,

This book, a paperback, has 250 pages,
thirty-three sections, like'White Cube',
'Gilded Gutter: farewell to old Bohemia',
'Bones on a Plate: the scene heads
East', 'More Drugs Than Milk: Welcome
to Shoreditch', Cool Britannia and
Sensation', 'Mad Tracy from Margate'
which gives you a flavour, and includes
eight pages of photographs, with some
artists pictured and several key works.
The title of the book comes from an
exhibition, organised by the author in
Silver Place, off Lexington Street, Soho
in 1993, the title of which was thought up
by Gary Hume. lt's a lively account of
how a few young artists, more or less
straight from college, many from
Goldsmiths, and some from the North of
England as well as Margate, managed
to establish themselves in the art world,
and became known as the YBA.
Wriften with verve and providing an
insider's view, it amounts to a memoir,
(good primary source material), where
Muir relates his observations of the
artists and their struggles and his own
participation. We learn of him
overcoming cancer (unspecified), his
drunken antics, and those of his 'artist
mates', of how he is swept along by the
fervour of their creative drive, ingenuity
and ambition. 'ln order for YBA to
succeed, it required people from all
walks of life; not just artists or dealers
but hangers-on, musicians, barmaids,
toffs, you name it. Some would pass
through, while others -like me - stayed
on. ln doing so, I got to know everyone'.
Muir structures the book through the
exhibitions held, starting with'Freeze' in
1988 and ending with 'Sensation'at the

f 14.99

RoyalAcademy in 1997, and on to the
Turner Prize winners, followed by the
warehouse Leyton fire in 2004.lt's an
intriguing, engaging book, and honest
enough, considering the artists he
mentions are still alive. lt is written from
the heart of a young aspiring artist who
gives up and becomes a commentator,
and eventually a gallery director. He
illustrates a 'truth' about the art world,
that being at the right place, at the right
time, with the right people, fellow artists,
critics, dealers, collectors, gives you a
chance to make it, if you have the talent.
So names like Hirst, Lucas, Banner,
Chapman, Collings, Creed, Davenport,
Dean, Emin, Fairhurst, Freedman,
Gallaccio, Hume, Quinn, Landy, Lucas,
Rae, Taylor-Wood, Turk, Wearing,
Whiteread, among others, now virtually
household names in the contemporary
art world are among the protagonists.
Then you have to add Saatchi, Jopling,
Salmon, and other more enlightened
dealers. Such a mix, with American and
European money thrown in for good
measure, by various collectors, provided
the right recipe.
The YBA's are the important art
movement of the last decade. Muir
contextualises their origin, growth and
success, with elements of social and
political history in so far as it is relevant.
The stock market crash of 1987 is
followed by an economic downturn,
which provided industrial warehouse
space for exhibitions and shifts the
young would be artists' orientation from
West to East London. Muir himself
moves around London's East End, as do
the artists, (had not Gilbert and George
settled there a decade earlier)? He
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names the key meeting places such as
clubs and pubs and areas like
Shoreditch, Hoxton Square, Brick Lane,
Bermondsey. The poverty experienced,
the camaraderie, the drinking and the
entrepreneurship, all are remarked on.
It has masses of gossip, 'Hirst was
famed for his excessive drinking and
drug taking....several
blackouts.....wake-up call.....sober to
this day'. An infectious enthusiasm, 'We
seemed to lose Sam (Taylor-Wood)
shortly after the opening (of the second
part of Lucky Kunst.. 1 993)....later
finding out she had split with her partner
Jake Chapman for artist Henry
Bond.....his then partner Angela Bulloch
had gone out with Damien Hirst before
Hirst went out with Maia Normon, Jay
Jopling's former partner. Taylor-Wood
would eventually split with Henry Bond
and marry Jopling (now divorced from
him), while Liam Gillick went on to marry
Sarah Morris'and so on. One identifies
with the author as he turns from failed
artist to a sort of Boswell, chronicling the
deeds of his compatriots, while turning
to curating and writing. The book has an

authentic flavour and while no doubt,
tinged with bias and imbalanced, the
reader is caught up in the going and
comings sunounding the artists, their
studios and their work. He concludes,
while visiting Damien Hirst's mansion in
Devon, it is about time he too began to
think of his own needs. The artists had
'arrived', were financially secure, were
public figures, and withdrawn from the
hurly burly of the early days. lt was time
to grow up as they had done. Fame
brought responsibility and the need for
consolidation. The good/bad old days
were over. This book is testimony to
those days and if you want to know
about them it's worth reading and even
gefting the book.
But, oddly enough, there is a question
worth asking now, having read this book.
Will the recent'scary' financial downturn
be the opportunity for another
generation of young artists, inspired by
YBA to get their act together and
pulverise the art world? We wait to see.
And will it have its Boswell as did those
of whom we read about in this book.
Who knows?

Dave Phillips

Karen Knon, The Stag's Room (Diane) 2007, photograph, 122 x 152cm.
Exhibition ' Fatal Attraction '
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the Studio
PAINTING AND DRAWING CLASSES

WITH ROYAL ACADEMY SCHOOLS GRADUATES
JOHN DAVIES AND PETER WOOF
Life classes Tuesday Wednesday 7.30-9.30pm Drawing painting-composition and technical
instruction in all mediums Wednesday 2.30-4.30
We are adaptable and welcome suggestions for other days or times Saturday/Sunday
included

Individual Group Corporate enquiries contact
John R P Davies NDD cert RAS @

37 Park Street Leamington Spa

cv32 4QN
01926 888774 jrpdav@ yahoo.co.uk

CAMPION GALLERIES
lsT FLOOR

37 PARK ST., LEAMINGTON SpA CV32 4QN

0r926-888774

ART DEALERS RESTORERS VALUERS
FRAMING, PROMPT ECONOMICAL SERVICE
DISCOUNT FOR LSA MEMBERS

PAINTINGS DRAWINGS PRTNTS SCULPTURES
BOUGHT AND SOLD
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LEAMINGTON

SPA

Art Gallery & 14useum
THE SINGH TWINS: Art in Motion
27 March -24May
This retrospective exhibition willfeature selected works by internationally acclaimed contemporary
3ritish artists, The Singh Twins.
nspired by the Indian miniature tradition, twin sisters, Amrit and Rabindra, produce exquisitely detailed
caintings that are both symbolic and witty. Using a style they have titled 'Past Modern'they explore a
iiverse range of challenging themes from the cult of celebrity to politics. Their work is beautiful
iought-provoking and often provocative.

\longside some of their better known paintings the exhibition will feature two short films produced and
Jirected by the twins. These films demonstrate a new direction in their work, exploring their creative
Jeas and British Asian Sikh identity through the world of moving imagery.
The Singh Twins - Artists Talk
Thursday 30 April, 7 - 8pm
=he Singh Twins will discuss their inspirations, themes and development as artists, highlighting works
r the exhibition.
€3 per person (free entry to FLAG members and students). Places are limited, please call 01926
7427OO. Payment required to confirm booking.

oPEN 2009

5June-2August
Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum's biennial OPEN exhibition willfeature selected work by artists
based in the West Midlands. A distinguished panel of judges will selected from a wide range of work
ncluding painting, sculpture, drawing, print making, digital media and craft. There will be one over
who will be presented with the 'Open Award' and a 'People's Choice Award'.
',rinner

f you are interested in submifting a work for the OPEN 2009, please collect an entry form from the art
3allery desk or telephone 01926742700. Submission date: Thursday 28 May, 1.30 - 7.30pm.
Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum, Royal Pump Rooms, The Parade, Leamington Spa,
CV32 4AA
01926 742700
c

roo ms @wa rwi ckd c. gov. u k

www.warwickdc. qov. u k/rova pu mprooms
Free Admission
Opening hours:
Tues, Wed, Fri,
10.30am - 5pm
1.30pm - 8pm
11am - 4pm
Sun & Bank
Closed
I

Sat

Thurs
Hols
Mon

aI I

Culture in \A/arwick District
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GET ARTSPACE FREE : JOIN LEAMINGTON STUDIO ARTISTS

LSA is a pro-active organisation seeking to promote the VisualArts in Leamington Spa
and the surrounding area. Our membership consists of both artists and supporters of the
VisualArts. Although located in Leamington Spa in the new Cultural Quarter, Spencer
Yard, LSA invites artists throughout the Midlands and further afield to join the
Association.

Committee Elected Members
Chair - Gordon F;zfe: qordon.Me@gmail.com
Deputy Chair - Gerry Smith gerald@smith.net
Secretary - Katharine Barker 01926 613004
Membership Secretary - Mary Partridge 01926 427452
Hon. Treasurer - Dave Phillips: d.phillips@abdab.com 01926 312212 or 0794 4467697

Co-opted Members
Corporate Membership Sec - Jade Sinclair
Webmaster - Grace Newman: grace.n@ntlworld.com
Deputy Membership Secretary - Trish Morris 01926 852814 or O7773786359
Graphics Manager: Roger Howe
Iris Bertz
Mentor for Professional Development
Official Photographer - Ray Spence 07799862850
Publicity Officer Vacancy
Distribution Manager Vacancy
Fund Raiser - Vacancy
Locations Manager- Studio and Exhibitions Premises - Vacancy
Studio Manager - Dave Lewis
Nicola Richards nicola@nicolarichardsceramics.co.uk 01926833304
Events Organiser
Ed itor of Artspac e - J o n ath a n Tre a dwel/: a rtspaceed itor@hotmai l.co. u k

-

-

-

-

Please download application form at

WWW. LSA-ARTI STS. CO. U K
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List of individual LSA artists and their supporters in order of joining the Association

)avid Phillips
Sieve Phillips
rryllis Davies
3eoff Underwood
-azel Shaw

'. eth Anker

' ,'onne Boyle
Sreila Millward

iavid Troughton

',:il

Moore
- ane Moore
I rminica Vaughan
3 lian lrving

=:ter Woof

I

avid Jones

=:sy Burman
',rargaret Godwin
- ']da Henry
-:hn Myers
,:lin Dick
=:ter Scales
','ark Tilley
I avid Lewis
, atherine Bates
- z Wright
, rris Couch
- n Richards
-:sephine Howard
-:ny Prior
- -lia Prior
=at Carpenter
. ames Plaskift MP
= chard Yeomans
'. ck Bond
=at Noble
= e y Spence
-:.le Wilkins
?rth Bennion
=rilip Goddard
','r Finnessey
,:n Hunt
-:ne Plumb
3rzanne Perry
lavid Broadhead
endy Freeman
", mon English
3
3ue Jack
, al Mitchell
Shona Beard
lhristine O'Sullivan
:elen Bone
Steff Hutchinson
-ames Butler RA
loger du Pille
, udith Hickling
'!ancy Upshall

)ianne Greenway
"leil Phillips
',larigold Macaregor

inne Cole
lavid Ellis
lavid Broadfield
raul Lockwood

\1o Enright
Rodney Philcox

-ynsey cleaver
3arbara Shackley
C.J Duppa-Miller
iVendy Bicknell
ris BerE
Julia Hayes
iaura Merlin
Tessa Beaver
Susie Mendelsson
Grace Newman
Thomas Taylor
lan Dove
Juliet Gladston
Mary Buckingham
lnga Harland
Dorothy Biddle

Elizabeth Marsh
Susan Coomer
Jean Parker
John Gilks
Heather Gilks
Carole Cruikshank
Angela Stride
Rosemary Keep
Alfreda McHale
Alan Dyer
Alison Lambert
Sally Carpenter
Susan Burman
Linda Reutt
Jean Mauger
Nick Smale
Rod Dorling
Moira Lamont
Ann Brain
Ann Forrester
Michelle Bowen
Judith Philcox
Rodney Bames
Brenda Ratcliffe
Pixie Warburton
David lvory
Jan Rawnsley
Peter Roland
Bryan Sapwell
Roger Sargent
Margarita Rubra

Tim Grffiths
Jane Williams
Carol Wheeler
Rhoda BerE
Norman Jones
Maxwell White
Sonya Stuart
Julanne Barry
Sheridan Hom
Chris Jones
Rachel Liddell
Angus Liddell
Yvonne Monis
Louise Adams
Mary Partridge
Paul Chisholm
Cllr Roger Copping
Jane Ball
Emma Falke
Jenny Burns
Rod Perkins
Barbara Perkins
Jessica Morgan
Michael Cull-Dodd
Helena Godwin
Avril Moore
Jenny Edge
Lindsey Attwood
Bob Waugh
Joanne De La Salle
Nicky Cure
Jan Gay
Catherine Fielding
E. Barbara Winter
Elaine Edmunds
Carey Moon
Sue Lewis-Blake
Sonia Bublaitis
Olga Rudenko
Anthea Callen
Fran Booth
James Partridge
Emily Hero
Clari Searle
Richard Houguez
Peter Lovelock
Emma Price
Sarah Jane Wilson
lris Timbs
Jane Bracey

Richard Storey
Peter Lewis
Valerie Just
Stuart Clarke
Elaine Clarke

Anthony Bannister
Michael Bennett
Andrew Stibbs
Angela Webb
Louise Bagley
Ada Gaden
Stefan Kaliczak
Sheila Hosken
Jo Sutton
Nicholas Bond
Cheryl Portlock:
Elizabeth Barber
Sara Bunney
Katerina Auloniti
Christopher Buckingham
Kathy Williams
David Morphew
Andrew Gibbs
Jan Bunyan
Chris Partridge
Rosemary Davies
Suminder Sahota
Val Tallis
Jacqui Bricknell
France Brodeur
lianna Scandlan
Gordon Fyfe

Jean-Piene Kunzler
Lizzie Cariss
Nicola Richards
Mair Evans
John Maxwell Steele

Trish Monis
George Taylor
Ann Gillman
Helen Bland
Linda Ridpath
David Dewis
Rachel Doughty
Julia Lanen
Lucy Jeynes
Marjorie Hurst
Georgie Canoll
Ann Loscombe
Caroline Pratt
Margaret Moore
Gerald Smith
Sue Blenkinsop
Diana Davies
Kim Ford
Ceridwen Williams

Aileen Bennett
Kate Vamey
Brenda Boardman
Maureen Toomey
Noreen Mason

Ann Miller
Marguerite Morris
Rosemary Hague
Stephen Whitehead
Jonathan Morley
Suki Dhaliwal
Jean Pritchard

Archie Pifts
Nigel Fletcher
Maureen Grimwade
James Henly
Jeremy Foster
John Devane
Eileen de Mortimer Grffin
Matt Jones
Julie de Bastion
Pippa Donovan
Clive Sheridan
Gordon Connell
Jonathan Treadwell
Trudie Howe
Roger Howe
Paul Osbome
Ann Morrison
Elaine Treharne
Annabel Rainbow

Sharon Fermor
Elaine Wallace

Ruth Daly,
Kathy Webster
Terry Webster
Tim Beer
Raphaella Philcox,
Sharon Luke
John Keenan
Rosemary Hague
Jo Dalton
Thomas de Freston
Paul Tyler
Tatiana de Louvois
John Yeadon
Michael Scheuermann
Arturo Salazan
Jason E Legon

Giuseppe Pittarello
Claire King
Annabel Shirt
Tessa McKenzie
Denise Russell

Jennifer Jones
Bridget Mattingly
lan Maftingly
Sue Machado
Ann Lewis
Phil Owen
Vicki Walkden
Vivienne Robinson
Annabel Blundell
Louise Claire Bradley

Annie Carpenter
Christie Clarke

Alison Chakir
Oliver Thomas
Phyllis Gox
Fiona Hodgetts
Sarah Moore
Sheila Graham
Zoe Petrie
John Davies
Russell Gain
Margaret Pope
Sarah Maurice-Smith
Ellie Rose
Louisa Hart
Alison Johnson

Corinna Spencer
Ruppee Mundy
Debbie Quargnolo
Beatrice Hoffman

Ann Power
lan Purvis
Katherine Barker
Sue Bassett
Arthur Hilyer
Simon Shaffer
Jade Sinclair
Jan Gillet
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Broadhead, Girl in'Gitana' Dress, 2007, acrylic on canvas, 80

---:m

: '- :y Spencet, Cookham Rise, 1938, oil on canvas,
: -: lrampton in foreground

Davis Broadhead, Woman Dressrng, 2008, acrylic on canvas, Blx

120cm

@

73 x 51cm.

@

@

Unknown German Artist, Dlana and Actaeon, c.1650, wood carving,
17 3x22 1cm Museum FUr Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg @

Philip Sufton R.A. /n the

Bief Sunlighf, oil on canvas, 2002, '137x109cm @

Mo Enright, Legacy Diptych, oil on canvas 2008 100 x 200cm.@

